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ABSTRACT
Classical tensor decompositions (CP, Tucker) are important as data models but not good enough
as a base for fast tensor algebra algorithms. Most relevant tensor decompositions for this purpose
are TT (Tensor Train) and HT (Hierarchical Tucker), both are the results of one and same scheme
for the reduction of dimensionality. These decompositions are frequently applied to tensors after
some, often ultimate, quantization of the original dimensions. This maximizes the number of modes
and makes the number of counts at each mode minimal possible, e.g. 2. We consider how multilevel
matrices become tensor trains with the use of the Kronecker-product operation.
Then we show how new wavelet transforms arise in the construction of tensor trains when
forcing the TT ranks be limited. We also discuss some examples and perspectives for applications.
In the end, we present an ambitious research goal of design of fast tabulation procedures using
a new interpolation instrument based a TT generalization of the skeleton (dyadic) decomposition
from matrices to tensors.
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